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Welcome  
 

Welcome to this latest edition of The Oz Vincent Review with a focus on all things Vincent plus 
some tasty tit bits on other marques as well. 
 
 
If you have received this copy of OVR indirectly from another reader you can easily have your 
very own future editions; simply send an email to OzVinReview@Gmail.com with the subject 
“Subscribe”.  It would help if you included your name and location in the body of the message. 
 

 
Melbourne, Australia. 

Email:  ozvinreview@gmail.com  

 

The Front Cover 
 
This month’s front cover is of Reg Boulton an old racer and contributor to MPH, as Reg’s Racing 
Ramblings, astride the Greg Brillis superb racer. Photo taken by OVR’s roving reporter, Rodney 
Brown, during a recent open day at Greg’s place. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Inbox – aka Letters to the Editor 
------------- 

Hi Martyn,  Having been through it all recently, I found the piece in OVR #17, on valve timing 
interesting,  BUT  I would definitely challenge the suggested method of finding TDC with the 
barrels off.   If accuracy is the requirement for perfect tuning (harmony!) then I don't think the 
suggested method is good enough. 
 
The method I used to locate TDC was to fit the degree plate at approximate TDC and then hold a 
fixed length stub machined to fit the spark plug hole of 1 1/4 inch length and rotate the crank 
ATDC and BTDC until the stub lands out on the piston.   On my engine that came in around the 
42 degree mark either side.  On first attempt you might get something like 38 and 46 but by 
halving the difference and adjusting the degree plate you quickly and accurately get TDC.   What 
I found even more interesting is that on my machine the TDC of the two pistons were actually 
48.5 degrees apart instead of the specified 50 degrees.   I checked the barrel deck angles and got 
50 degrees exactly so I can only assume the crankshaft centers are not quite where they are 
supposed to be, which is supported by the need to have different barrel heights to get both pots 
on 50 thou quench band clearances. 
 
Using the method I got from Terry Prince, and previously published in OVR, I have my valve 
timing exact for the 48.5 degree offset. 
 
Finally, since the inlet / exhaust timing relationship is fixed and cannot be changed I don't see 
the need to measure the exhaust cam timing profile because the timing is set on the inlet timing.  
I have never measured the exhaust timing simply because I don't have any spec to measure for 
the TPV Mk2 cams. 

Holger Lubotzki 
----------------- 

 
Dear Martyn.   I've been meaning to write you a few lines for some time but things seem to 
prevent me! but here goes.  I've been in the Club (VOC) since the1960s, those were the days 
when Vincent's were easy and fairly cheap to obtain and buy. I started with a Series ' 'B' 
converted it to a series 'C' by fitted Girdraulics, plus a rear damper etc. I used this machine for 
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many years, riding to all the early French, Dutch and German Rallies, plus many FIM events 
well as all the major events in the UK. Going round the clock twice and well into it's third tour. 
 
Getting on in years I decided I needed a more comfortable and softer machine so I found an open 
'D' and brought it for around £600........I rode this bike to all my usual European, FIM and UK 
events. I then found and bought a set of second hand enclosures. After repairing and cleaning 
them up I fitted them to the bike. This made a considerable difference to my riding style, as it 
gave me far better weather protection, which enabled me to ride further before stopping etc. 
 
The time eventually arrived when I found the bike was getting too heavy for me, specially getting 
it out of my workshop and going down backwards down my steep drive to the road. (Asked John 
Huegel)  So I reluctantly sold it. I then converted one of my Comets utilising a Bob Dunn 636 cc 
cylinder liner and muff etc:  I also fitted it with a Norton gearbox, plus a 12volt electric starting 
and charging system. It was a lovely bike with brilliant acceleration, and it would cruise 
comfortably at a steady 75/80 mph all day.  
 
The years continued to roll by, and my poor old steel knees felt as if they were going rusty......! 
However, I still have one of my electric start Comets, plus a CB 500s Honda twin. I'm not riding 

so much these days, and my European trips definitely over. 90 next birthday........!! But I did 
achieve those 32 consecutive Dutch, French and German Rallies, plus several FIM events. 
 
I am not complaining at all, I've had some many excellent and memorable rides in various 
countries around the world, including several rides across and up and down dear old Australia, 
and both Islands of New Zealand, also a good trip starting in Texas and ending in San Francisco. 
Then back down those western states to Argentina. Where I stayed for several weeks with a guy 
who had about 12 Vincent's all in bits. I managed to build him three running machines from this 
heap of bits and pieces. I thoroughly enjoyed my time out there, specially all the beef steaks that 
were placed in front of me every evening at dinner. Huge things, almost as big as the plate. I 
never knew that beef could taste so good and so very tender....Never tasted anything like it in the 
UK or Europe.... 
 
I guess I am what you would call a fair weather rider nowadays, if it's raining hard I don't go out. 
I just cover the bike up, and wait until the weather changes to nice dry and warm conditions......! 
Aha, it also means I don't have to clean the bike so often.... 
   
As you will know Martyn I spent several years as a VOC Executive Committee Member, being the 
Social Secretary for 15 years. I thoroughly enjoyed my long stint in that position, and I was 
fortunate enough to able to travel the VOC world and meet so many of it's members. I still 
treasure those memories, One event stands out however, that was the trip I organised for a 106 
members who had an hours flight on Concorde, We flew at twice the speed of sound across the 
Atlantic Ocean and back, the captain was a VOC friend of mine, so I was on the flight deck for 
most of the flight. I use to service his Vincent and that was used as a good lever in obtaining the 
flight..... 
 
Better stop here Martyn, I think I've gone on long enough. Hope this letter finds you fit and well, 
and enjoying your lovely Aussie sunshine, something I always envy you for.    How I used to 
enjoy being up at Arkaroola for weeks at a time tending their big Lister Diesel Generating Plants. 
I was a fully qualified Lister Engineer in charge of their Service Department. But that was many 

years ago......Many many years. 
 
Best Wishes 

Cheers.        Jack Barker.     
----------------------------------- 

 

 



 

 



How Much?  Barry Taylor shares an adventure with us,  Thanks Mate. 

This is my 1952 Series C Rapide, I bought 

this MC from Markwell Brothers in Brisbane 
in 1960 for 225 pounds it was in fair 
condition.  After a year I decided to completely 
rebuild the mc, my wages at the time were not 
flash so I saved 5 pounds a week for 10 
months.   The engine was stripped  & a new 
Alpha big end fitted the cylinder heads were 
ported & BSA gold star valve springs were a 
perfect fit.  Lightning pistons fitted at 9:1 & 
Lightning cams new manifolds were made & 
Monobloc Carbs fitted.   Lots of chrome work & polish & the Matchless seat as you can see.   The 
tank should have a Vincent sticker But I liked the HRD one instead.  
 
This was great time to own a Vincent MC, because there were very few on the road I only knew of  

3 or 4 in Brisbane at this time.  Apart from that there was no MC or car that could get close to a 
Vincent MC in straight line top speed; it was not until the Jaguar E Type came out in 1962 that 

the Vincent had a challenger.   After running 
the engine in I gave it its first full throttle 
run it picked up the front wheel  about 4 
inches and carried it all the way through 
first gear in top gear with no helmet I may 
add that the first thing that told me just how 
fast I was going my cheeks were pushed in & 
my eyes were watering so bad I was having 
trouble seeing.   A Cromwell helmet & flying 
goggles were purchased forthwith much to 
my Mothers relief. 

  
12 years slip past till Vincent MC meets HR Holden (car) head on, Riding home from work at 
Cooparoo in 1964 putting along in 3rd gear a 
Holden sedan pulled out on my left & ploughed 
straight into me, a few weeks in hospital & then 
home to see my beautiful Vincent a wreck. 
 
One front fork has a slight bend so I went to 
Markwell MC the Vincent agents to buy another 
one 105 pounds will buy you one Barry I was 
cheerfully informed!   Stunned Mullet had 
nothing on the look on my face 225 pounds for 
the complete bike: 105 pounds for a single fork 
leg!  Cripes – back then the average weekly wage 
was just 30 pounds a week. 
 

You really wonder what kind of luck you have 
from time to time, It turned out the Holden driver 
was driving out of Doigs Panel Shop when he ran 
into me after having his Holden repaired after his 
last crash, Then the police inform me this is his 
6th crash in 2 years.   Running over a 
Chinerman or the Luck of the Irish had nothing 
on this guy.  Happy Days to all the Lucky 
Vincent owners. 
     

Tuck in Tight  & Get Fast.  Barry Taylor. 



Event Calendar 
An overview of some upcoming rides and events that may be of interest. 

 

If you are planning any rides or are aware of events that readers may be interested in, you may invite 

others to participate via the  “OVR Event Calendar” column in OVR.   Just drop the editor a line at 

OzVinReview@Gmail.com . 
 

September 6 – 
21, 2015 

VOC International Rally, Italy;  for VOC members only. 

October 4-9, 
2015 

Australian National Vintage Motorcycle Rally, Ararat, Victoria. 

October 14-17, 

2016 

VOC Australian National Rally at Parkes, NSW.  Put this in your ride diary 

now. 

 Cripes – is nothing much happening?  Plenty of room for 
more entries, why not promote what’s happening in your 

area?  Just drop a line to the OVR editor with the details. 
 

 

 
25 years with a Commando 

Holger Lubotzki shares his passion  

Back in 1974 when I was about 16 years old I was standing on a street corner downtown when I 

first saw a Norton motorcycle.   It was the sound that caught my attention.   The rider idled up to 

the T junction, turned right, and then just hit the throttle and rocketed out of sight.   I was 

impressed!   I later found out that was a 750 Combat Commando. 

As soon as I could afford it, by about the time I was nineteen, I bought a 750 Commando. It was 

nothing special apart from being a Norton Commando.   Just before my 21st birthday in 1980, I 

was presented with an opportunity to purchase a particularly special example of an 1974 850 

Mk2a Commando.   The asking price was A$1,400, which was labelled as outrageous by my 

peers, because condition A 850 Commandos were going for about $1,100 at the time.   The 

machine was in white livery, including the frame, and with chrome everything, including the 

tank with white inlays and gold decals. 

I clocked up 20,000 miles on the bike in 

the first year of ownership, and that was 

at a time when I owned two other 

motorcycles and a car.   I went 

everywhere, man! 

I had the first engine rebuild done in 

1991 in Adelaide which was a disaster.   

They never bothered to clean out the 

detritus from the rebore and everything 

flogged out in 1000 miles.   I 

subsequently had it done properly by 

Max Reid in Perth in 1992 and never 

looked back.  I used the Norton as a 

commuter bike in Perth and Melbourne, 

with some road trips thrown in.   By 2011 the machine was looking well used.   I came to know 

of Kelvin Mears when a friend we had in common rolled up at my place on a 750 Fastback 
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Commando.   Once again, I was captivated by the sound coming up the driveway and recognised 

the machine as being particularly well put together and tuned.   It turned out to be Kelvin's bike 

on loan. 

I was subsequently lucky enough to persuade Kelvin 

Mears undertake a complete and thorough restoration 

on my 850 Mk2a, and the result is superb.  The 

improvements and upgrades include:   

• RGM front brake 
• Pazon Ignition 
• TriSpark regulator 
• Reed valve in the breather line 
• Norvil toothed belt primary 
• FullAuto Head 
• Vernier Isolastics 
 
The result is a very capable classic motorcycle that 

looks great with excellent handling.  The Photos were 

taken in September 2012 when I rode the newly 

restored machine back to my place. 

Kelvin recently sold his 750 Fastback to fund the purchase of a 1936 500cc Norton International 

and is currently working on restoring a 1911 Thor motorcycle.   He tells me that my Commando 

was the last one he will ever do because he is no longer interested in what he now calls "post 

modern shit"... 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
 



 

 
   

 

 

Vincent Crank Case Assembly 

Dry fit with bearing spacers1  AND  ET77, the main bearing distance piece (oil thrower), in place 

and ESA firmly installed then check for the conrod(s) being central.  It/they MUST be either 

exactly in the centre or closer to the drive side of the liner opening(s) without any shims in place.  

If this is not the case then you need to stop now, disassemble everything and have some material 

removed from the drive side flywheel to get to that state. 

Assuming all is well deduct the smaller value, being the drive side, from the larger then divide 

result by 2 and the result is the thickness of shim you need to put between the flywheel and the 

drive side bearing in order to centralise the con rod.  Note – the shim MUST go directly against 

the drive side flywheel. 

Disassemble and fit the shim on the drive side between the flywheel and the bearing spacer then 

reassemble, again using the bearing spacers, and measure again. Remember ET77 MUST be in 

place. Of course equal measurement on both sides is the perfect result, though variance up to 

0.010” is acceptable. 

Once you are happy with the rod centralisation, dissemble all again, then reassemble, this time 

fitting the actual main bearings in place of the bearing spacers.  Remember – the shim MUST go 

directly against the flywheel on the drive side.  

If there is ANY tendency for the inner race of either main bearing to slip or rotate on the main 

shaft it MUST be secured to the main shaft with a product like Loctite 680. 

Ideally the bearings should be an interference fit onto the drive shafts;  In order to install them, 

place the bearings into a small container (a discarded saucepan is ideal) of engine oil then heat 

till the oil is just starting to smoke and the bearings well heated.  Taking care not to burn 

yourself, you can then drop the bearings onto the main shafts being sure to keep them firmly up 

against the flywheel face till they have cooled sufficiently to lock onto the main shafts.  

Remember – any shims MUST go on between the flywheel and the bearing on the drive side.  If 

however the bearings are a sliding fit on the main shafts they must be secured with a product 

like Loctite 660 Retaining compound 

Only now can you proceed to install the crank assembly, complete with bearings in place, into 

the case halves and then bolt the case halves together using a reliable case sealant such as 

Loctite 510 to provide an oil tight seal on the case faces. 

 

                                                           
1
  Bearing “spacers” can be easily made from a pair of old, discarded main bearings.  Using whatever means at your disposal, 

dismantle the old bearings then open up the internal diameter of the inner race so that they are an easy slide fit on the main 
shafts and Vola!  You have a set of spacers.  You may need some professional assistance to open up the ID but once you have 
done so – you have a spacer set for life.  
 

 

Workshop 

Wisdom 
 



New On The Scene? 

Well not quite – Long time Vincenteer and precision engineer Greg Brillus (Queensland, 

Australia) has recently started providing full time maintenance and restoration services for 

Vincents.  More information is expected to be available for the next edition of OVR.  Till then here 

are a few photo’s taken recently at an Open Day in his workshop.  Enjoy. 

 

 



 

This is a review of an often unrecognised Phil Irving design, the Velocette LE, 

which if sales are a measure, succeeded beyond anyone’s expectations.   

 



 

 
 



 
 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Burman Gearbox Maintenance 

W.C.Haycraft, writing in 1948 offers this advice on caring for the Burman 4 speed box.   

Every 5,000 miles flush out the box with a suitable Flushing Oil then replace with either 1lb 14oz 

(850grams) of grease OR 1 pint of oil.  With grease filled boxes flushing is facilitated by first 

removing the foot change/kick start cover. 

Every 1,000 miles add 2 oz (55 grams) of grease or oil to the box. 

Suitable grease is Penrite Semi-Fluid Grease and suitable oil is Penrite Gear Oil 80W-90; I have 

no suggestion for the ‘flushing oil’ ; Editor 



 

 

 



Optimising Amal Mark 1 Concentric Fuel Levels 

 

Although the Concentric carburettor will function across a 
wide range of fuel levels, an accurate fuel level is the 
foundation of the overall jetting of the carburettor and 
makes a significant contribution to the smoothness and 
performance of an engine. 

The Amal StayUp float has stainless steel tangs which can 
be bent to alter the fuel level. The nylon floats are non-
adjustable. 

Fuel Level 

Although the Concentric carburettor will function across a 
wide range of fuel levels, an accurate fuel level is the foundation of the overall jetting of the 
carburettor and makes a significant contribution to the smoothness and performance of an 

engine 

The fuel level is determined during manufacture by the position of the float needle valve seat and 
should not require adjustment under normal circumstances. 
For performance tuning or where a carburettor runs 
consistently rich or weak despite being fitted with the correct 
jetting, it may be desirable to check the fuel level to establish a 
calibrated basis for tuning, or re-establish the carburettor 
within the correct parameters. 

Because there have been changes to the float chamber since 
the Concentric carburettor was first introduced, and because 
there is no way of knowing what alterations may have been 
made by a previous owner, measuring the fuel level is the best 
way of setting up the float chamber..  

The correct fuel level for all Mark 1 Concentric carburettors is 
0.21" plus or minus 0.040" below the top edge of the float 
bowl. Thus when the needle valve is being held shut by the 
tangs of the float, the level of the fuel will be between 0.17" to 
0.24" (4.33mm to 6.35mm) from the top of the bowl.  

The fuel level can be checked by removing the float chamber 
and observing fuel running into it. The fuel flow should be 
sufficient to hold the needle valve open until closed by the 
action of the float. Insufficient fuel flow will cause the needle 
valve to seal under its own weight before the float rises far 
enough to press the valve shut. The level of the fuel can then 
be measured down from the top surface of the float chamber. 

The fuel level can also be checked by attaching a piece of clear 
tubing to the bottom of the float chamber. A plastic float 
chamber drain plug can be modified to mount a suitable 
spigot, such as an old jet, to attach the tubing. Route the 
tubing in a vertical position alongside the float chamber. Open 
the petrol tap and fill the float chamber with fuel. If the fuel 
level is in the correct range the fuel will rise in the tube to a 

point between 0.170" and 0.240" below the top edge of the float bowl. Start the engine and 
ensure the fuel level remains within the correct parameters. 

The new Amal "Stay Up" float has stainless steel tangs which can be bent to alter the fuel level. 
The tangs can be easily adjusted by clamping the float in a vice up to the spindle hooks and 
tapping the body of the float gently in the direction required until the required level is achieved. 



Needle Valve 

If your float chamber is fitted with a brass needle valve you may find the valve sealing under its 
own weight before the float has risen far enough to press it shut. Symptoms of this problem can 
be that the carburettor takes a long time to tickle, hesitates on pickup and does not idle reliably. 
A Viton tipped aluminium needle valve is now available that overcomes this problem. It is now 
fitted as standard equipment to all new Mark 1 Concentric carburettors. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Harmony:   
 Part 2a – Heavy Breathing  

 
It was intended for the 2nd part of this series to 
focus on ignition, alas on reflection that needs to 
wait a bit longer – possibly next time.   
 
While you are attending to valve timing it is also the perfect time to sort out engine breathing.  
Personally I have tried all manner of ‘after market’ breathers on my Vincent, including the Bunn 
system, an elephant trunk, the “D” breather, PCV valves and more, only to come to the 
conclusion that the original Vincent timed breather, properly set up, provides the best solution. 
 
I can do no better than quote directly from Phil Irving (PEI), who in his volume “Tuning For 
Speed”, referring to the Vincent motor, had this to say:  
 
“Better crankcase ventilation is obtained by filing straight across the breather-valve sleeve until the 
slot is (at least) a full 3/8” wide, then rounding the outer edges of the flat so that the outgoing air 
has a clearer passage; the edges of the slot should be left sharp to act as oil scrapers.  Replacing 
the external banjo and pipe with a straight union and a large bore pipe running upwards and 
rearwards also helps ventilation.” 
 
With a Comet the breather should be timed so it closes somewhere around 4 degrees After 
Bottom Dead Centre (but NEVER before BDC);   
For a twin it should close at or just after 30 degrees after Bottom Dead Centre of the REAR 
cylinder 
 
For a more detailed treatment of crankcase breathing check out the Workshop Wisdom entry in 
OVR #4 of May 2014.  If you cannot locate a copy contact the editor who I’m sure will oblige with 

same. 
 
And a word or two of sage advice.  For the timed breather where the 
breather valve sleeve or “tube” portion being ET141/SL is made 
from aluminium it is critical that when assembling the timing case 
that you do not reduce the end float of the breather.  The spindle it 
rotates on is made from carbon steel that has a linear coefficient of 
expansion of 0.000012 m/moC which is only half that of the 
aluminium ‘tube’ at 0.000023 m/moC.  Put simply the aluminium 
increases in length with rising temperature at double the rate of 
increase of the steel spindle and without sufficient end float when 
cold, as the engine temperature rises the breather pinion assembly 



will grow in length (at twice the rate of the spindle) and seize against the steady plate causing a 
rapid temperature rise at the interface of the breather pinion itself and the interference fit of the 
breather valve sleeve, quickly leading to failure of the breather valve sleeve or the breather 
spindle itself. This is an easy and potentially expensive mistake to make when attempting to 
reduce timing case noise.  If you want to do the math, there is more detailed information 
available here The Engineering Toolbox.   To avoid embarrassment, don’t ask the OVR editor 
about this . 
 
Remember – you will only be able to achieve a leak-free motor (no, it’s not an urban myth) only if 
you have first sorted out the engine breathing. 
 

Part 2b – Cylinder Head Joints 
 
Now is the appropriate time to take a close look at the cylinder head joint – because if you 
cannot keep the combustion pressure in you won’t get much power out! 
 

Again drawing on the thoughts of PEI it is important to be 
aware that with a Vincent this is a “double-ground” 

construction in which simultaneous contact is made between 
two areas, but at different pressures.  The design takes the 
form of a recess in the head which fits over a spigot on the 
barrel, spigot and recess being substantially equal depths. 
 
The two components are ground together with fine grinding 
paste between the spigot faces and coarse grinding paste 
between the broad outer faces.  The result is to leave a minute 
gap between the broad faces when the spigot faces are in light 
contact; then when the head bolts are tightened heavy 

pressure is applied to the spigot faces to form a gas-tight seal while distortion is prevented by the 
broad faces coming into contact. 
 
During the grinding process the coarse paste should be continually renewed, but as the spigot 
faces approach perfection the fine paste can be gradually reduced in quantity by wiping the 
barrel spigot clean and adding a drop or 2 of light oil, after which attention the process is 
continued until the spigot and its recess acquire a bright smooth finish over their entire area.  
The broad faces will have a matt surface which should be continuous, though one or two small 
patches of indifferent contact should not be detrimental. 
 
In the final assembly jointing compound is both unnecessary and undesirable.  Being gas-tight 
this type of joint allows for a good flow of heat from the underside of the exhaust valve seat to the 
barrel and so assists in keeping this region of the cylinder head cool.  
 
Head nut tension should be in the order of 30 to 35 ft pounds.  With head nut tension in excess 
of 40 ft lb there is an increasing risk of ripping the head bolts out of the cases (as the motor 
comes up to operating temperature) with horrendously expensive consequences! 
 
Finally a reflection on the stresses of combustion, using regular fuel, again with thanks to PEI: 
the table makes the crankcase stresses imposed by increasing CR’s pretty clear. 
 

Compression Ratio Compression Pressure, psi Combustion Pressure, psi 

6.45:1 (Rapides & Metors) 182 680 

 7.3:1 (Shadows & Comets) 212 800 

9:1 280 1050 

10:1 320 1200 

 
 

Harmony: is an OVR contribution from the Black Sheep 

 

http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/linear-thermal-expansion-d_1379.html


 
 
 

 

 



 
Buy, Swap n’ Sell 

 

If you have anything that you want to buy, swap or sell you can now do so, free of cost, in this section of OVR.  All you 
need do is send a email to the editor of OVR with the text of your advertisment.  OVR will NOT be providing any 
editorial or corrections – what you send is what will be published.  Of course OVR cannot accept any responsibility for 
anything to do with the items advertised – that’s a buyer/seller matter.  Items will be listed in 2 consecutive editions of 
OVR. 

----------------------------------------- 
 
Ken Butler, in Victoria, Australia has the following bike for 
sale:  A 2008 Suzuki SV650ABS, 20,000K great condition, 
full service history including the first owners paper work & 
the log book I started 4.5years ago when purchased. A 
quick, light great bike. Handlebar fairing, heated grips, 
extended front guard (keeps crap away from oil cooler) & 
paddock stand. Any test. FURTHER REDUCED to just 
A$5,500 ONO. LAM approved.   
 
Contact Ken on 03-5678 2245 or 0409004017,   
else email to kenneth_butler@bigpond.com. 
 

 
 

Service Providers 
 

The Service Providers listed have been used with a degree of satisfaction by OVR readers in the past.  Just because 
they are listed does not imply an endorsment of them by OVR.  Service providers are not charged a fee for this service 
nor can service providers themselves request that their information be included, though they may request that an 
entry refering to them be removed. 

 
 

Spares: 
 
V3 Products, Australia: (aka Neal Videan) has an extensive range of top quality Vincent Spares including 

multiplate clutches, oil leak eliminator kits, socket head tappet adjusters, paper element oil filters and lots 

lots more. Ships worldwide. Email for a price list to nvidean@optusnet.com.au  

 

Coventry Spares Ltd, USA:  Fantastic service and deep product knowledge plus extensive range of 
excelent Vincent Spares and tools.  Ships Worldwide.  See website for more information  

http://www.thevincentparts.com 

 

Conway Motors Ltd, UK:  Anti-Sumping Valves, Comet Multi-Plate clutch conversions plus an extensive 

range of excelent Vincent Spares.  Ships Worldwide.  Email for more information  steve@conway-
motors.co.uk  
 

VOC Spares Company Ltd, UK:  Full range of Vincent Spares.  Ships Worldwide. Visit their web site for 

more information http://www.vincentspares.co.uk. 
 

Union Jack Motorcycles, Australia:  Full range of Triumph, Amal and control cable parts,  plus an 
extensive range of Vincent parts.  Ships worldwide.  More info at the website www.unionjack.com.au   

 

Pablo’s Motorcycle Tyres, Australia:  Road, Classic, Road Racing, Classic Racing, Enduro, Motocross, 

Speedway, Trials and Slicks....and if they haven't got it - they'll get it!  For more info see their web site 

www.pablos.com.au  
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Paul Goff,  UK: A massive range of electrical spares and replacements including 6 and 12V quartz Halogen 

bulbs, LED lamps, solid state voltage regulators and lots lots more. Ships Worldwide. PayPal accepted. See 

Paul’s website for more information www.norbsa02.freeuk.com  
 

 
Nuts n Bolts: 
 
Acme Stainless Steel, UK: All stainless steel fasteners are machined to original samples supplied by 

customers and clubs over the years to enable us to keep your machine looking authentic and rust free! 
Ships Worldwide.  More info at their web site www.acmestainless.co.uk  

Classic Fastners, Australia: Classic Fasteners is a family owned business, established in 1988. Their aim 

is to supply obsolete and hard to obtain fasteners for your restoration project be it a professional or private 

venture.  The print catalogue, available for download, lists the current complete range.  Ships Worldwide.  
http://www.classicfasteners.com.au/  

Precision Shims Australia:  All types of shims made to your requirements, ships worldwide.  More info at 

their web site www.precisionshims.com.au 

V3 (see entry under Spares above) also stocks a large range of Vincent specific nuts n bolts. 

 
Restoration Services: 

Ken Phelps – Qualified aircraft engineer and builder and daily rider of  Norvins for over 30 years, who has 

the skill and experience to carry out overhauls, rebuilds, general repairs and maintenance to Vincent HRD 

motorcycles.  Full machine shop facilities enabling complete engine and chassis rebuilds,  Painting, 

wiring, polishing, aluminium welding and wheel building.  Ken Phelps  Phone: (61+)  0351760809    E-
mail:  ogrilp400@hotmail.com .  Located in Traralgon, Victoria, Australia  

General Services : 
 

Woody’s Hydroblast, Australia:  Woodys Engine Services / Hydroblast is a Melbourne, Australia based 

business dedicated to helping car and bike restorers repair and detail their componentry to the highest 
standards.   The wet abrasive blasting used to finish jet turbines now provided by him is able to clean the 

most intricate components without degradation to the original surface.  For more information visit their 

web site www.woodyshydroblast.com or call (03) 9597 0387 

 

Outer Cycles, Australia: Jim Browhly is a master craftsman who manufactures bespoke motorcycle 
exhaust systems for classic bikes, no job is beyond his capability, so if you do need a new system that will 

be made to your precise requirements, give Jim a call, telephone 03 9761 9217. 

 

Cylinder Heads, Australia:  Cylinder Heads are highly skilled engine experts with 30 years of experience 

operating from their Box Hill North workshop. Alex has extensive experience in complete reconditioning of 

motorcycle heads, including Vincents plus installation of hardened valve seats, valve guides and valve 
stem seals.  Also offers precision welding of all metals. For more information see 

http://www.cylinderheadsvictoria.com.au or phone (03) 9899 1400 

 

Peter Scott Motorcycles,  Australia:  Top quality magneto and dynamo services, from simple repairs to 

complete restorations plus a comphrensive range of associated spares.  Provides hi-output coil rewinds 
with a 5 year warranty.  For more info contact Peter on (02) 9624 1262 or email 

qualmag@optusnet.com.au  

 

Ringwood Speedometer Service, Australia:  Experts in the repair and restoration of all motorcycle, 

automotive and marine instruments.  Smiths cronometric specialists.  Telephone (03) 9874 2260 

 
Rays Custom Spray Painting, Australia:  Ray Drever is the consumate perfectionist when it comes to 

paining bike tanks and frames.  Also a craftsman in flame work and airbrushing.  Located near Geelong; 

contact Ray on 03 5251 2458 or 0402 988 284. 

http://www.norbsa02.freeuk.com/
http://www.acmestainless.co.uk/
http://www.classicfasteners.com.au/
http://www.precisionshims.com.au/
http://www.woodyshydroblast.com/
http://www.cylinderheadsvictoria.com.au/
mailto:qualmag@optusnet.com.au


 
Terry Prince Classic Motorbikes,  Australia:  Classic Motor Bikes, specialises in restoration, 

manufacture of new parts, and the development and manufacture of high performance components for 

Vincent motor cycles.  For more information visit the web site Click Here  or telephone  +61 2 4568 2208 

 

Dyson M/C Engineering, Australia:  Wheel building, Crank rebuilds, Bead blasting, Rebores & Engine 
Rebuilds and more.  Located at 12 Chris Crt., Hillside, Victoria.  Phone 0400 817 017 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.classicmotorbikes.com.au/

